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Abstract 

Salt formations are used and considered for temporary underground storage 

and permanent disposal of gas, oil, and (radioactive) waste. To ensure safe 

storage and disposal, geological information of a salt formation is required. 

Its thickness, geographic distribution, depth and tectonic history must be 

understood to predict its likelihood to become affected by future geological 

processes. Geological information about the salt layer of the Triassic Röt 

Formation is limited and therefore it is unclear if this Main Röt Evaporite 

Member is suitable for either temporary storage or permanent disposal. 

Distribution, isopach, and depth maps of the Main Röt Evaporite Member in 

the subsurface below Enschede using 2D and 3D seismic and well log data 

are presented. These maps have been evaluated in relation to the tectonic 

evolution of the area to improve the understanding of the geological 

development of the unit.  

The thickness of the Main Röt Evaporite Member in the study area ranges 

between 10 and 130 m, and the depth of the top is between 300 and 1500 m. 

This distribution is controlled by Triassic extension and subsequent 

Cretaceous inversion. The depositional environment of the Main Röt 

Evaporite Member is a sabkha with salt pans with episodic marine 

incursions. Due to insufficient thickness, only in a small part of the study 

area, the member is potentially suitable for storage/disposal. However, 

based on other storage and disposal concepts, this area is not reliable for 

storage/disposal of gas, oil, and (radioactive) waste. 
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1. Introduction 

Salt formations are used and considered for temporary underground storage 

and permanent disposal of gas, oil, and (radioactive) waste (Cyran, 2020; 

Kumar et al., 2021). Compared to other rock types, rock salt is special due 

to its extremely low porosity of less than 1% and a permeability of 10–22 to 

10–19 m2, which make the rock virtually impermeable (Geluk et al., 2007). 

Furthermore, when rock salt is deformed, or when other materials invade it, 

it can restore its low permeability and sealing properties relatively quickly 

and it will form a natural barrier around the other material (Spiers et 

al. 1986; Urai et al., 2008). 

In several places around the world, rock salt formations are used to store 

(liquid) hydrocarbons (e.g., Canada, England, France, Germany, Poland, 

USA), hydrogen (UK, USA), and compressed air (Germany, UK, USA) 

(Warren, 2006; Cyran, 2020). In the Netherlands, rock salt is used for 

underground storage of nitrogen (stikstofopslag Heiligerlee), gas 

(aardgasbuffer Zuidwending), and gasoil (Neeft et al., in press). Rock salt is 

also usedfors waste disposal of, for example, alkali waste of soda 

production (England, Netherlands, Mexico) and waste from oilfields 

(Canada, USA) (Warren, 2006; Cyran, 2020). 

The properties of rock salt make it potentially suitable to permanently 

dispose radioactive waste in the subsurface. Although this is a controversial 

subject, due to safety reasons, this already happens in the United States in 

the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) in the Salado bedded salt formation 
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(Hansen et al., 2016; Neeft et al., in press; Warren, 2006). In Germany, the 

Morsleben repository for radioactive waste was constructed in Zechstein 

strata (Behlau & Mingerzahn, 2001) and operations and research have been 

undertaken at the Asse and Morsleben domes (Hansen et al., 2016). Salt 

formations are promising potential candidates for the disposal of radioactive 

waste in the future (Hunsche & Hampel, 1999). 

In the Netherlands, the salt of the Triassic Röt Formation is considered to be 

one of the host rocks for deep geological disposal of radioactive waste by 

COVRA, the central organization for radioactive waste in the Netherlands 

(Verhoef et al., 2017). To assess the storage and disposal potential of this 

formation, detailed information (on the geological development) is required. 

This is necessary because a repository will be there for centuries and 

geological processes that will happen in the future have to be taken into 

account. Which processes the formation was involved in the past will tell us 

something about how stable a formation will be in the future.  

Aim of the study 

This study aimed to gather geological information about the Main Röt 

Evaporite Member of the Triassic Röt Formation relevant for its utilization 

as storage or deposit of waste. The main parameters of interest were the 

geographic distribution of the unit, its thickness, depth, and the internal 

heterogeneity of its facies. This thesis addresses the stratigraphical and 

tectonic development of the Triassic Main Röt Evaporite Member to enable 

COVRA to understand whether this layer is potentially suitable for deep 
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geological disposal. This is done in a study area in the East of the 

Netherlands. 

To achieve this aim the following objectives need to be met:  

1. Present a distribution, isopach, and base map of the Main Röt 

Evaporite Member  

2. Present facies description – characterize the stratigraphic 

architecture of the unit.  

Geological context of the Röt Formation  

The tectonics and stratigraphy of the Triassic in the Netherlands have been 

particularly well studied (e.g., Geluk & Röhling, 1997; Geluk, 2005; Geluk, 

2007; McKie & Kilhams, in press). However, the Main Röt Evaporite 

Member of the Röt Formation in the Netherlands has never been studied in 

detail.  

The Röt Formation is composed of interbedded evaporites, claystones, 

siltstones, and sandstone units. In the Netherlands, the formation was 

preserved in the Dutch Central Graben, West Netherlands Basin, around the 

Groningen High, and in the Central Netherlands Basin (Fig. 1). 

There are four members in the Röt Formation, two evaporitic layers: the 

Main Röt Evaporite Member and the Upper Röt Evaporite Member,  
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separated by a claystone member: the Intermediate Röt Claystone Member 

and on top, there is the Upper Röt Claystone Member. This research focused 

on the Main Röt Evaporite Member since it is more widespread and thicker 

than the Upper Röt Evaporite Member.  

The thickness of the Main Röt Evaporitic Member varies between 30 m to 

over 150 m in the Broad Fourteens and Central Netherlands Basins and is 

up to 300 m in the Dutch Central Graben (van Adrichem Boogaert & 

Kouwe, 1994; Geluk, 2005; TNO-GSN, 2021).  Within the Main Röt 

Evaporite Member, four different salt layers have been distinguished by the 

mining company Akzo Nobel (now Nubian), salt A to D (Harsveldt 1980; 

van Lange 1994; Kovalevych et al. 2002). Whereas salt layer A is the 

thickest (10-50 m), B ranges from 1 to 7 m, salt C is around 20 m thick and 

D, which is a few meters thick, is locally distributed as lenses in 

 
Figure 1. Present-day distribution and isopach map of the Röt Formation. Across North and central 

Europe the thickness of this Formation varies from 0 to 300 m.  In the areas with grey shading, the 

thickness is uncertain. (After Wolburg (1969), Bertelsen (1980), Cameron et al. (1992), Dadlez et al. 

(1998), Geluk (1999), Baldschuhn et al. (2001) Goldsmith et al. (2003) and Geluk (2005). 
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paleotopographic lows. Between these salt layers, 1-2 m thick layers of 

claystone, anhydrite and polyhalite are present. (Harsveldt 1980; NITG, 

1988; van Lange 1994; Urai & Schléder, 2005). In general, the member 

grades locally into sandstones towards the south, the Röt Fringe Sandstone 

(Geluk, 2005).  

The Triassic in the Netherlands has been divided into the Lower Germanic 

Trias Group and the Upper Germanic Trias Group, separated by the 

Hardegsen Unconformity (Van Adrichem Boogaert & Kouwe, 1994) (Fig. 

2). The Lower Germanic Trias Group (latest Permian-Olenekian), consisting 

of the Lower- and Main Bundsandstein Formations, mainly fine-grained 

clastic deposits with sandstone and oolite intercalations (Geluk, 2007). The 

Röt Formation, together with the Solling, the Muschelkalk, and the Keuper 

Formations, forms the Upper Germanic Trias Group (Olenekian-Norian) in 

the Netherlands, an alternation of fine-grained clastics, carbonates and 

evaporites.  

The base of the Upper Germanic Trias Group, the Hardegsen Unconformity, 

represents the first major extensional phase in the Triassic, known as the 

Hardgesen phase (Ziegler, 1990; Geluk & Röhling, 1997, 1999; Geluk, 

2005). The Hardgesen extensional phase formed an E-W trending basin in 

northwestern Europe, the southern Permian basin, where fluvial and playa 
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depositional facies developed: the Solling Formation - a sandstone with 

overlying claystone (Geluk, 2005; TNO-GDN, 2022).  

The Röt Formation marks the first major access of the Tethys Ocean into 

this basin (Kovalevytch, 2002; Geluk, 2005). The Tethys ocean came into 

the basin via the Silesian-Moravian Gateway and East Carpathian gates in 

Southern Poland (Ziegler, 1990; Geluk, 2005; 2007). From time to time 

there was limited access to open marine waters in the Western Southern 

Permian Basin because the Szczecin-Wolsztyn Swell in Poland caused a 

restricted connection. This caused an alternation of evaporite facies – the 

Main Röt Evaporite Member and the Upper Evaporite Member – alternated 

with argillaceous members– e.g. the Röt claystone Member- which created 

mudflats where marine fauna lived (Geluk, 2005; Kovalevych et al., 2002; 

Diedrich, 2009). During the deposition of the Röt Formation, the 

Figure 2. The stratigraphy and dominant facies of the Triassic in the Southern Permian 

Basin area. EK I and II present the Kimmerian unconformities, UK SNS = United 

Kingdom Southern North Sea. The halite facies from the Röt Formation can be found in 

Germany, the Netherlands and in the UK. After Mckie & Kilhams (in press). 
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Netherlands was part of an extensive sabkha with dry climatic conditions 

(Geluk, 2005).  During the Late Anisian, subsidence caused major access by 

Tethyan marine waters in the basin where transgressional depositional facies 

developed and flooded the entire Southern Permian B area which formed 

the Muschelkalk Formation (Geluk, 2005; 2007; Bachmann et al., 2010). 

The Röt Formation covers a large area of the UK, Dutch, Danish and 

German parts of the Southern Permian Basin, and can be identified based on 

their palynological assemblages, however, other countries have different 

members and names (Kovalevytch, 2002; Geluk, 2007). Overall it is 

presumed that the Röt Formation covers an evaporite facies that is deposited 

in a large brackish-water lagoon, with deposits of fine-grained 

predominantly red clastics from which the name ‘Röt’ is derived in 

Germany (Bachmann et al., 2010). 

In Germany, the Triassic has been split up into three groups, the continental 

Bundsandstein Formation, the marine Muschelkalk Formation and the 

continental, brackish and hypersaline Keuper Formation, each of which is 

divided into three subgroups (Bachmann et al., 1999). Here, the Röt 

Formation is part of the Upper Buntsandstein group (Bachmann et al., 

2010).  

Where the connection with the Tethys ocean was established, in Southern 

Poland, through the  Silesian/Moravian and East Carpathian gates, different 

facies developed. In the Röt Formation of Southern Poland there are 
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calcareous members, ‘Rötdolomit’ and ‘Rötkalk’, suggesting a more open 

marine environment (Trammer, 1972; Kozur, 1975).  

As the marine conditions extended westwards to the central German area 

there was marine fauna in the Röt Formation (bivalves, cephalopods and 

reptiles) (Bachmann et al., 2010).  

Almost all the Members of the Dutch Röt Formation and the Muschelkalk 

Formation can be found in the United Kingdom and Southern North Sea 

area due to their similar lithology, and therefore depositional setting 

(Southworth, 1987). The Main Röt Evaporite Member is here called the 

Main Röt Halite Member and is part of the Dowsing Formation 

(Southworth, 1987).  

The preservation of the Triassic strata highly depends on the rate of 

subsidence of the extensional phases in the Triassic and further on in the 

Jurassic. The Late Cretaceous was a period of inversion and thus erosion. 

During this time almost all the Triassic strata, except for the basins that were 

formed due to extensional phases were eroded. The basin-margin 

successions are equally poorly preserved for the same reason (McKie & 

Kilhams, in press).  
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2. Materials and methods 

Study area 

The study area covers approximately 6400 km2 in the east of the 

Netherlands (Fig. 3). This area was selected because, although the Main Röt 

Evaporite Member is deposited largely offshore in the Netherlands, a 

repository for waste has to be onshore. This was agreed on in the ‘London 

Convention’ – a global convention to protect the marine environment from 

human activities (International Maritime Organization, 1972). Furthermore, 

a repository has to be built within 100 years thus existing building 

techniques need to be used to build the repository (Verhoef, 2017). For this 

reason, the depth target of a potential host formation must lie between 500 – 

1500 m depth as storage and deposit caverns can be constructed at this 

depth with existing techniques (Donadei & Schneider, 2016). In the north of 

Figure 3. The study area for this research in the east of the Netherlands with seismic 

surveys and key wells. A square with coordinates of the top left corner: 52°31'33.2"N, 

5°49'36.5"E. Colours of the seismic surveys correspond to table 1, Table 2 is a list of 

the key wells shown on this map.  
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the Netherlands, the Main Röt Evaporite Member approximately lies 

between  2 and 3 km depth, while in the east of the Netherlands, the Röt 

Formation is only 200 to 500 m deep (NITG, 1998). 

Besides building with existing techniques, the depth of the host formation 

should be sufficient to protect the facility from the effects of 

geomorphological processes such as erosion and glaciation during ice ages 

(Verhoef, 2017).  In the past, geological formations have been affected by 

erosion of melting ice sheets and features referred to as tunnel valleys 

formed (Verweij, 2016). The probability of major erosion by future 

glaciation over a period of 1 million years in the Dutch territory is moderate 

in the northern onshore and southern offshore and negligible in the central 

and southern Dutch onshore (ten Veen, 2015).  

Lastly, this area is favourable due to plenty of wells with log information on 

the Main Röt Evaporite Member and the many seismic surveys in the area 

which will be used. For these reasons, the area in the east of the Netherlands 

was chosen.  

Seismic surveys  

To establish distribution, top, base and isopach maps of the Main Röt 

Evaporite member in the study area, seven 2D surveys and one 3D seismic 

survey, with a total of 150 seismic lines, were studied (Table 1, appendix). 

The top and the base of the Main Röt Evaporite Member have been 

interpreted in Petrel (Schlumberger) with a University of Utrecht donated 
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license for student usage. Subsequent horizons are interpreted with the help 

of existing data from the TNO database. The Society of Exploration 

Geoscientists (SEG) convention was used in all seismic data: an increase in 

acoustic impedance results in a negative response and a blue seismic loop, 

and a decrease in acoustic impedance results in a positive response and a red 

seismic loop. The average vertical resolution of the seismic data on the Röt 

level is c. 20 m. This is the minimum thickness that a unit needs to visualize 

the base and the top of this unit separately. 

Well data  

In the study area, 627 boreholes containing lithostratigraphic information on 

the Main Röt Evaporite Member are available. However, complete well log 

information (density, sonic, gamma-ray) is not available for every well. 

Therefore, 12 key wells were chosen based on log data, position, and 

thickness (Table 2, Fig. 3).  

  

  Table 1. Seismic surveys used for this study, 

colours respond to figure 3. 

Table 2. Key wells with the available logs 

and closest seismic survey. GR = Gamma-

ray log, DT = Sonic log, Rho = density log. 
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The top and the base of the Main Röt Evaporite Member are based on the 

subdivision of the Röt Formation by Van Adrichem Boogaert & Kouwe 

(1994). However, the exact top and the base of this member have never been 

determined. For this reason, the core of TWR-480 was studied in detail, to 

characterize the unit in terms of facies and their heterogeneity.  

Seismic-to-well tie 

Well-logs are recorded in-depth and seismic reflectors are recorded in time. 

For this reason, synthetics were made of the 12 key wells (Table 2) to link 

the depth to the specific seismic reflector (top Main Röt Evaporite Member) 

in time (s).   

Synthetics were made by using the seismic-well-tie process in Petrel. For 

the seismic to well-tie process density, sonic, and checkshot data are 

required. For the 12 key wells sonic and checkshot data are available, 

density log only for one (EPE-01). For the 11 wells without a density log an 

alternative method to calculate the density log was necessary. This was done 

in 2 ways:  

1) using Gardner’s equation. Gardner’s equation describes the relationship 

between the density and sonic logs and is used when the density log is not, 

or only partly, available (Gardner et al., 1974) (Eq. 1). 

 

Equation 1. Gardner’s equation. Where ρ is bulk density given in 

g/cm3, Vp is P-wave velocity given in ft/s, and α and β are 

empirically derived constants that depend on the geology. For this 

research there was taken: α = 309.45 and β = 0.25. After Gardner 

and others (1974). 
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2) using the relation of the density log and the sonic log of the EPE-01 well 

(Fig. 4). It is possible to calculate the density from the sonic because of the 

relation between the sonic (travel time) and the density of a formation. This 

relation was used to calculate the density log of the other wells with their 

sonic log.  

 

Both methods to calculate the density log were carried out and compared. 

The result of this was so similar that there was concluded that both methods 

are good and I decided to calculate the other density logs via method 1, 

Gardner’s equation (Fig. 5). After the density was calculated for the key 

wells the seismic to well tie process was done and synthetics were made 

whereafter the two-way travel time (TWT) and the depth of the top and the 

base of the unit were extracted from the seismic.  

 

 

Figure 4. The sonic log (Calibrated sonic log) as function of the density log (RHOB) of EPE-01 

well. The function that describes this is: Y = -0.007x + 3.12. 
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Seismic interpretation  

By using the synthetics of the 12 key wells, seismic interpretation of the top 

and the base of the Main Röt Evaporite Member was carried out on the 

seismic survey closest to the well (Table 2, Fig. 3). From these 12 

interpreted surveys the interpretation was extrapolated towards other 

seismic surveys. When all seismic surveys were evaluated, a distribution, an 

isopach, and base maps were produced. The seismic interpretation was done 

by the 2D seeded autotrack tool in combination with the 3D seeded 

autotrack tool in Petrel.  

 
Figure 5. The density log of well EPE-01 was the only density log 

available in the study area. RHOB shows the actual density log and 

calc_RHOB the density log calculated with the relation of the density 

and the sonic log: Y = -0.007x + 3.12. The results are similar, where 

RHOB shows peeks, the calc_RHOB gives this as well.  
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3. Results 

Seismic to well tie study 

The seismic to well tie process showed that the top of the Main Rot 

Evaporite Member is a decrease in seismic impedance and therefore is a 

through (blue reflector) and the base of the member is an increase in seismic 

impedance and is, therefore, a peak (red reflector). 

Depth, thickness, and distribution of the Main Röt Evaporite Member  

Distribution 

The distribution of the Main Röt Evaporite Member in the study area is 

mainly defined by angular unconformities in the south and north of the unit 

(Figs 6, 7). At the North, South and Western boundary, the North Sea Group  

 Figure 6. Distribution of the Main Röt Evaporite Member throughout the study area. 

MREM = Main Röt Evaporite Member. 
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Figure 7. Seismic survey 706036 (top), seismic survey 706025 (middle) and seismic survey 

716025 (bottom) with interpreted horizons. An angular unconformity is visible here: the 

North Sea Group lies on top of the Main Röt Evaporite Member. Furthermore, synclines 

and anticlines are visible which suggests tectonic movement between the deposition of the S 

Group and the North Sea Group.  
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lies directly on top of Mesozoic strata, which represents a hiatus of 180                

million years. Within the deposited unit in the study area, also 

unconformities are observed, probably caused by folding (Fig. 8). 

Throughout the whole study area, synclines and anticlines are visible, the 

Main Röt Evaporite Member, together with the underlying strata has been 

folded between deposition of the S Group and the North Sea Group with an 

amplitude of 400 m (Fig. 7).  

 

Depth 

The depth of the top of the Main Röt Evaporite Member varies greatly 

throughout the study area from 150 to 1450 m (Fig. 9). The member is 

deepest in the north, near Tubbergen, and towards the west, near Zwolle, 

Figure 8. Seismic survey 732208 with interpreted horizons. This shows an area without 

Main Röt Evaporite Member in the northeast part of the study area. Erosion between 

deposition of the Röt and the Rijnland Group caused an unconformity causing Rijnland 

Group on top of the Main Röt Evaporite Member while the Lower Germanic Trias and 

Zechstein groups show an antiform.For legend see figure 7. 
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where it lies at 1000 m depth. The member is shallowest near the eastern 

border, with Germany, in the southeast of the study area, where it lies at 

about 200 m depth.  

 

Thickness 

The member is thickest in the central part of the study area, around 

Enschede where it is nearly 120 m thick, and in the north, around 

Tubbergen, where it also lies relatively deep (Fig. 7). A relation between the 

thickness and the depth in the north of the study area is possible. In much of 

the study area the member is relatively thin (< 50 m).  

Figure 9. Depth map of the Main Röt Evaporite Member in the study area. The depth is 

the depth of the top of the member. It shows significant differences in the depth in the 

study area, in the north, the depths up to 1400 meters are reached while in the south it 

becomes shallower than 200 meters.  
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Facies description   

The thickness of the Main Röt Evaporite Member in the studied well (TWR-

480) is 83 m. Although its name has ‘evaporite’ in it, this member consists 

of far more than crystalline evaporites. Primary microcrystalline halite and 

coarsely crystalline -deformation-related- halite are alternated in 

combination with clay and sedimentary structures. The different facies 

present in this well are a product of depositional, diagenetic and 

deformation processes over time. The studied section can be divided into 10 

distinct depositional facies based on lithology and sedimentary structures 

(Fig. 11). Mineralogy is based on a lithological study of cutting samples of 

this well (Geowulff Labaratories).  

  

 Figure 10. Thickness map of the Main Röt Evaporite Member in the study area. The 

member is the thickest in the north and in the central part of the study area where it 

reaches above 100 m. In most of the study area the thickness is relatively thin, <50 m. 
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Figure 11 continues on page 21 and 22.  
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Figure 11. Photographs of the different facies of the Main Röt Evaporite Member of 

well TWR-480. The top is always in upward direction. Note that facies C has two 

photographs and facies E and F have detail photographs, showing the brecciated 

halite and halite patches. The Main Röt Evaporite Member of well TWR-480 shows an 

alternation of microcrystalline facies (A, D, G, I) and coarsely crystalline facies (C, E, 

F, H) a dolomite facies (B) and facies with sedimentary structures (G, H, J). Table 3 

shows the description and interpretation.  
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At the base of the studied section, there is the transition of the Solling 

Formation towards the basal facies A. The Solling Formation has been 

described as grey sandstone and red claystone in a lacustrine environment 

(TNO-GDN (2022). There is a sharp transition towards the first facies of the 

Main Röt Evaporite Member, facies A.  

Primary microcrystalline halite facies 

There are four clear crystalline halite facies in this member varying in 

colour from clear to white to red (facies A, D, G, and I) (Fig. 11.1, 11.4, 

11.7, 11.9). These microcrystalline facies all have (<5%) inclusions of 

argillaceous material of red to brown claystone. The transition of these 

microcrystalline halite facies to other facies is at every transition sharp.  

Coarsely crystalline deformation-related halite facies 

Several facies in this member include coarsely crystalline halite facies 

(facies C, E, F, and H) (Fig. 11.3, 11.5, 11.6, 11.8). Coarsely crystalline 

halite is observed in inclusions in clay (facies F) (Fig. 11.6), alternated with 

anhydrite and laminated clay (facies C) (Fig. 11.3), in the form of fault 

breccia surrounded by clay and anhydrite (Fig 11.5) or in nodules in a 

matrix of clay with sedimentary structures (facies H) (Fig. 11.8). These 

coarsely crystalline facies are more porous than the microcrystalline halite 

facies in this member.  
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Sedimentary structures 

There are several sedimentary structures observed in the studied section: 

chicken-wire structures (facies D) (Fig. 11.4), load-cast structures (facies H) 

(Fig. 11.8), cross-bedding (facies C) (Fig. 11.3) and current ripples (facies J) 

(Fig, 11.10).  

A summary of facies description is shown in Table 3 and Figure 12 shows 

the corresponding seismic survey.  

 

 

 

 
Figure 12. Seismic survey 716032, which includes well TWR-480 which was studied. 

On the survey the different facies can be distinguished by the variation of amplitude 

within the Main Röt Evaporite Member. For legend, see figure 7.   
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Table 3. Facies description and interpretation of the Main Röt Evaporite Member of 

well TWR-480. Microcrystalline and coarsely crystalline facies are alternated and 

different sedimentary structures are present. The yellow marked facies represent the 

four clear crystalline halite facies. For the description of the facies interpretation 

see the discussion section.  

 

Facies 
Total 

thickness 
Lithology 

Sedimentary 

structures 
Interpretation 

J – Fig. 11.10 11.5 m  
Grey clastic mudstone with 1mm to 1.5 cm thick 

white microcrystalline halite layers.  

Lenses,  wave 

ripples, current 

ripples within the 

halite layers 

Sabhka 

I – Fig. 11.9 3 m 

Red microcrystalline halite with (<5%) 

argillaceous grey subangular claystone 

inclusions of granule size, poorly sorted. 

 Salt pan 

H – Fig. 11.8 4.5 m 

Light grey claystone with ±2mm dark grey 

microcrystalline halite layers alternated with 

layers of 1 - 2 cm interlocking coarsely 

crystalline halite crystals in a matrix of clay. 

Load cast 

structures 
Salt pan 

G – Fig. 11.7 18 m 

Clear microcrystalline halite with (<5%) 

argillaceous red subangular claystone inclusions 

of granule size, poorly sorted. 

 Salt pan 

F – Fig. 11.6 

2 m 

 

 

Red coarsely crystalline halite with 0.5 cm thick 

anhydrite layers and coarsely crystalline halite 

in patches surrounded by grey clay,  

Fault breccia Redeposited halite  

E – Fig. 11.5 2 m 

Red claystone with coarsely crystalline grey 

halite patches which are very poorly sorted 

throughout the claystone.  

 
Redeposited halite 

in clay from fault 

blocks 

D – Fig. 11.4 3 m 

Light grey microcrystalline halite with (5%) 

anhydrite surrounding it in chickenwire 

structures. 

Chicken wire 

structures 
Sabhka 

C – Fig. 11.3 2 m 

Alternation of white coarsely crystalline halite, 

laminated grey claystone, dark grey halite with 

efflorescent halite alternated with chevron halite 

in a matrix of anhydrite and clay.  

In the grey 

claystone, there is 

cross-bedding 

with coarsely 

crystalline halite 

Sabhka 

B– Fig. 11.2 1 m 
Grey laminated anhydritic dolomite. The 

laminae have a thickness of 1 - 2 mm.  
 Hypersaline lagoon  

A– Fig. 11.1 36 m 

Clear microcrystalline halite with (<5%) 

argillaceous red subrounded claystone 

inclusions of granule size, poorly sorted. 

 Salt pan 
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The facies description of well TWR-480 shows representative facies for the 

rest of the unit. Where it has approximately the same thickness, the same 

responses in the gamma log are observed. However, the unit is in most of 

the study area a lot thinner and the depth alternates significant throughout 

the research area, therefore the exact present facies in the thinner units is 

hard to determine (Fig. 13).  

 

Figure 13. Well section window (next page) for different wells throughout the study 

area. See map for location. Blue log line = Gamma-ray log, red log line = sonic log. 

Blue well top line = top of the Main Röt Evaporite Member, Green well top line = base 

of the Main Röt Evaporite Member. Note that the Main Röt Evaporite Member has a 

remarkable lower gamma-ray response with different peeks, the reason for this are the 

different facies. Only in one well, these peeks are not visible: EPE-01 in the west of the 

study area which could imply different facies.    
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4. Discussion 

Tectonic setting and events  

The distribution map (Fig. 6) shows a sharp boundary in the south which is 

characterized by an unconformity (Fig. 7). This sharp transition is most 

probably fault-controlled because this boundary runs parallel with the 

margin of the Central Netherlands Basin (Fig. 14) (Geluk, 2005). The faults 

active during the Triassic were mostly N-S trending extensional faults which 

split up the Southern Permian Basin at the Gluckstadt and Horn Grabens 

(Best et al., 1983; Geluk & Röling 1999; Geluk, 2005). Besides this, also 

WNW-ESE faults were active e.g. the Mid Netherlands, Gronau and the 

North Dogger fault zones (Geluk, 2005; 2007). These faults are interpreted 

by Geluk (2005) as transcurrent faults and are characterized by locally 

preserved upper Triassic sediments in their hanging-wall block. Therefore 

the sharp boundary represents the division between the hanging wall and the 

footwall block of the mid-Netherlands fault zone whereafter the footwall 

block has been eroded, the reason why the Mesozoic strata are missing here 

(Fig. 7). For this reason, occurrences of MREM in the hanging walls of the 

Mid Netherlands fault zone and the Gronau fault zone indicate 

synsedimentary movements during evaporite deposition.  

Besides this, the Gronau fault zone caused deepening of the strata in the 

hanging wall block, therefore a depth difference can be observed in the 

northeast. There is a difference in depth between the hanging wall, where a 

thick Main Röt Evaporite Member is preserved, and the footwall where only 

a small bit of the Member is preserved (Fig. 9, Fig. 14).  
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The thickness and depth of the Main Röt Evaporite Member is depending on 

the rate of subsidence and inversion of the basin. Overall, the thickness of 

the Main Röt Evaporite Member in the study area varies between 10 and 

130 m (Fig. 9) and the depth between 150 and 1450 m (Fig. 10). The 

thickest Main Röt Evaporite Member lies in the northeast of the study area, 

where the Member is up to 130 m thick and lies relatively deep (1200 m 

deep). Besides the Gronau fault zone explanation, this also was the area (the 

Ems low) where strong subsidence occurred during the Cimmerian tectonic 

phase in the Triassic. Other areas where strong subsidence occurred during 

the Triassic generally have a thick Rot sequence, such as the Dutch Central 

Figure 14. Structural elements in the Netherlands 

during the Jurassic and Cretaceous which is a 

clue to the distribution of the Röt Formation. The 

boundary of the Central Netherlands Basin runs 

parallel with the boundary of the Main Röt 

Evaporite Member in the Triassic, which implies 

fault controlled. The hangning wall block of the 

Gronau fault zone is exactly at the location with 

the deepest and thickest Main Röt Evaporite 

Member which implies the Röt Formation is syn-

sedimentary. Darker = higher, whiter = lower. In 

the highest areas the Triassic is removed, and the 

white areas represent areas of subsidence and 

extension during the Triassic. (After Van 

Adrichem Boogaert & Kouwe, 1993; Geluk, 

2005).   
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Graben where the MREM is up to 150 m thick and lies 3000-4000 m deep 

(Geluk and Röhling, 1999; NLOG database), the Roer Valley Graben and 

the Central Netherlands basin (Geluk, 1996, 2005). This would suggest that 

in areas where most subsidence occurred during the Cimmerian tectonic 

phase the Main Röt Evaporite Member lies the deepest and is also relatively 

thick. Mcckie and Kilhams (in press) describe that the Triassic strata that 

subsided during the Kimmerian are protected from erosion which agrees 

with Geluk (2005) and the results from this study because the thickest Main 

Röt Evaporite is present in areas that are part of subsiding regions: the 

Central Netherlands and the Ems Low.  This would suggest that the 

boundary of the subsiding basin is probably where the unconformity of 

figure 7 lies. Whereas the footwall block has been eroded and an 

unconformity complied.  

The thickness and distribution of the Triassic strata are determined by 

subsidence and inversion further limited the Triassic thickness and 

distribution. At the end of the Cretaceous, almost all the Triassic strata 

exposed have been eroded due to Alpine inversion, except for the basins that 

were subsided during extensional phases such as the Cimmerian as we see 

in the study area (Fig. 7) (e.g. Central Netherlands basin and Ems Low) but 

also the Dutch Central Graben is an example of this (Mckie & Kilhams, in 

press). The inversion caused uplift by compression of the Triassic strata, 

especially onshore inversion rates are high, this could also explain the 

difference in depth onshore and offshore (Fig. 9) (Mckie & Kilhams, in 

press). 
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The Alpine inversion at the beginning of the Late Cretaceous is not only an 

explanation for the erosion of the uplifted strata, but it also explains the 

folds we see in the area (Fig. 7, 8). Inversion also caused locally extensive 

fracturing of the now lithified Triassic (Mckie & Kilhams, in press). The 

Hardegsen phase caused swells in north-western Europe, only in the 

Netherlands, the swells are covered by the Röt salt causing tectonic activity 

in the salt during the deposition in the form of faults (Geluk, 2005). De 

Jager (2003) described that the presence of these faults probably is related to 

the Cretaceous inversion in the area. Further research has to elaborate on the 

faults in the Main Röt Evaporite Member.  

Palaeogeography and facies distribution  

The facies that have been described for well TWR-480 (Table 3) fit well in 

the saline mudflat sabkha facies and shallow water evaporite facies as 

described by Kendall (2010) but could also fit well in the Playa-Lake model 

proposed by Eugster & Hardie (1975).  Sabkha, in other words, a saline 

mudflat, is supplied by seawater flooding, by continental groundwaters or 

they occur close to saline lakes, salt pans or the sea (Kendall, 2010). In 

contrast, saline playa-lake environments are restricted continental and fed 

by runoff and/or groundwater discharge (Renaut and Gierlowski-Kordesch, 

2010). Research by several authors has shown that the source of the salt of 

the Röt Formation was marine water (Holser and Wilgus 1981; Czapowski 

et al. 1992; Kovalevych et al. 2002; Paul 2006; Kovalyvetch, 2009). Based 

on this, a saline playa-lake environment is less obvious while a saline 

mudflat sabkha facies supplied by seawater flooding is straightforward.  
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Saline mud flat sabkha facies are facies that are described as ‘a chaotic mix 

of evaporite crystals within an unlaminated matrix’– Kendall (2010) which 

we see in Facies E, F and H (Fig. 11.5, 11.6, 11.8). The laminated dolomites 

(Facies B, Fig. 11.2) can be interpreted as hypersaline lagoon facies that fit 

within a sabkha cycle (Kendall, 2010). Facies C (Fig. 11.3) can be described 

as efflorescent halite alternated with chevron halite as Lowenstein (2003) 

described where the environment is a subaerial mudflat as the Atacama 

basin today (Lowenstein, 2003).  The chickenwire structures from facies D 

(Fig. 11.4) can be interpreted as typical supratidal sediments from a sabkha 

(Kendall, 2010). In different facies, laminae are observed (Facies B, H and 

J, Fig. 11.2, 11.8, 11.10) which occur within evaporites deposited in an 

episodically flooded environment (Kendall, 2010). If this is the case it 

would fit in the sabkha environment that gets flooded from time to time, 

leaving a layer of water where clear crystalline halite can form.  The 

microcrystalline facies, facies A, D, G and I (Fig. 11.1, 11.4, 11.7, 11.9) are 

probably shallow-water evaporites which form in brines less than 5 m deep 

and are typically surrounded by evaporite-flats (Kendall, 2010).  

The salt pan model as proposed by Lowenstein and Hardie (1985) can be an 

explanation for the facies and interbedded clay layers. The features of the 

bedded salt of the Main Röt Evaporite Member that has been found in 

TWR-480 fit very well in the salt pan model described by Lowenstein and 

Hardie (1985). The salt pan model describes a model of how layered halite 

develops in a dry shallow depression that gets overflooded by unsaturated 

water in stages. Water dissolves the old salt crust for a part whereafter the 
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water is saturated again and crystallization starts at the surface of the pond 

while at the bottom the crystals collect and grow together (Lowenstein & 

Hardie, 1985). Within the salt pan model, the clay layers are formed by the 

dissolution of halite containing dispersed clay during an incursion of fresh 

seawater (Lowenstein & Hardie 1985).  

Salt pans grade insensibly into sabhka environments where evaporites 

accumulate as detrital sediments (Kendall, 2010). This could explain the 

alternation between the salt pan and the sabkha facies.  

The salt pan facies model surrounded by sabkha facies agrees with earlier 

facies interpretations of the whole Röt Formation. The depositional setting 

of the Röt Formation has earlier been interpreted as a shallow, brackish, 

evaporitic basin with a restricted connection between the Tethys Ocean and 

the Western Southern Permian Basin surrounded by sabkhas where 

terrestrial fauna lived on the mudflats which received an influx of clastics 

from southern sources (Warrington, 1974; Riddler, 1981; Schröder, 1982; 

Cameron et al., 1992; Geluk, 1996; Diedrich & Cajus, 2001; Geluk, 2005). 

Work by Cajus & Diedrich gives a more detailed facies model in smaller 

units of about one and a half to one million years in length (Cajus & 

Diedrich, 2009). This shows that from time to time the study area was 

covered in a salt pan surrounded by sabkha, which had restricted marine 

access (Fig. 15).  
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In the Palaeographic setting of the Röt Formation, the clastic input came 

from the south, by fluvial systems from the London-Brabant, Rhenish, 

Bohemian and Vindelician massifs, this possibly reflects an increase in 

precipitation (Bachmann et al., 2010) and could be an explanation for the 

clay. In the West Netherlands Basin and the Off Holland Low, the clastic 

part onlaps onto the Solling Formation and the evaporitic part of the Röt 

Formation is missing while in the Roer Valley Graben both the clastic and 

evaporitic part of the Röt Formation is present (Geluk, 1996). The Röt has 

in the Roer Valley Graben and in the West Netherlands Basin the Röt Fringe 

Sandstone Member, which represents the last clastic input in the Triassic 

(Geluk, 1996). Only areas with a reduced Main Bunrsandstein succession, 

 

 

 

Figure 15. Depositional setting for the Main Röt Evaporite Member in the Netherlands. Sabkha 

environment with salt pans with restricted marine influence from the Tethys Ocean in the east. The 

sabkha is periodically overflown by marine water which leaves saturated salt pans where 

microcrystalline halite can form. Coarsely crystalline halite develops on the sabkha and with 

gravitational movements in the salt pan. Clastic input is coming from the south, due to 

precipitation, here the Röt Fringe Member develops.  

 

 

Figure 16. Depositional setting for the Main Röt Evaporite Member in the Netherlands. Sabkha 

environment with salt pans with restricted marine influence from the Tethys Ocean in the east. The 

sabkha is periodically overflown by marine water which leaves saturated salt pans where 

microcrystalline halite can form. Coarsely crystalline halite develops on the sabkha and with 

gravitational movements in the salt pan. Clastic input is coming from the south, due to 

precipitation, here the Röt Fringe Member develops.  
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Netherlands Swell and Celaverbankn high, show deposition of the Main Röt 

Evaporite Member. (Geluk, 2005). In contrast, in areas with major 

subsidence during the Main Buntsandstein Group, (West Netherlands Basin 

and the Off Holland low) the Röt Formation is less than 50 m thick (Geluk, 

1996).  

Crystalline vs mechanical facies  

Different facies have been described (Table 3 ), a remarkable aspect is the 

structure of the salt, there are microcrystalline and coarsely crystalline halite 

facies. Evaporites normally exhibit a microcrystalline fabric in which 

crystals interlock to form a sealing fabric with virtually no porosity or 

permeability (Hunsche and Hampel, 1999). Under certain environmental 

circumstances, however, such as debris flows, evaporites may be eroded and 

redeposited as detrital particles (Kendall, 2010).  

Overall, the different evaporitic facies in well TWR-480 are partly reworked 

except for facies A, D, G, and I where the clearest homogenous 

microcrystalline halite is present (not considering the small clay particles). 

Facies B, C, E, F and H have some mechanically deformed salt crystals and 

have therefore a higher permeability than the microcrystalline halite facies. 

In some facies, it looks like there are broken pieces of evaporite which have 

been redeposited and therefore have a mechanical fabric (Facies E and F) 

(Fig. 11.5, 11.6). However, the process behind the reworking of the salt 

crystals is hard to define. This process has been studied by several authors at 

different salt formations with similar characteristics, whether it has been 
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syn-sedimentary reworking or deformation-related reworking (Wardlaw and 

Schwerdtner, 1966; Hardie et al., 1983; Schleder and Urai, 2005). This 

agrees with the observation of Schleder and Urai (2005) who studied the 

Main Röt Evaporite Member of well TWR-382, which is only tens of 

kilometres away from the studied well. They found the same features as this 

study: ‘large blocky halite grains marked by anhydrite partings, horizontal 

truncation surfaces, small grains intercalated in the salt bodies and 

polyhalite’ (Schleder & Urai, 2005).  

Schléder and Urai (2005) describe that the water in the salt pan must have 

been so shallow that there were fluctuations in NaCl saturation and 

therefore in the growth rate of the crystals. They interpreted that the origin 

of the large blocky crystals lies in the bottom of the salt pan since the salt 

crystals collect there and grow together. Furthermore, in their research, they 

found that the halite crystals can develop enough stress so that they can 

interfere with other materials like clay and anhydrite. This could be an 

explanation for the particular facies of facies H (Fig. 11.8). 

Although the salt pan model, surrounded by sabkhas does fit well for the 

Main Röt Evaporite Member, the broken pieces of evaporite in the clay 

(facies E and F) (Fig. 11.5, 11.6) are not fully explained by this. Another 

option for the reworked crystals and halite patches could be fault movement, 

as described in a study by Peryt and Kovalevich (1997).  

Pyryt & Kovalevytch (1997) describe halite breccias similar to the ones 

found in TWR-480 as gravity-induced movements, induced by tectonic 
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movements. A possible explanation for the facies could be that the Gronau 

fault zone caused syn-sedimentary movement and the facies of E and F (Fig. 

11.5, 11.6) could develop by reworking of the halite, however, further study 

of this process is required.  

Stratigraphic correlation 

The well section window (Fig. 13) showed that well TWR-480 is 

representative for the rest of the study area. This is being strengthened by a 

study that is done on well TWR-382, which is 2.5 km from TWR-480 

(Kovalevych 2002; Schléder and Urai, 2005). Both the TWR-480 and 

TWR-382 have 4 salt layers, salt A-D with between them mainly 

claystones. There is some differentiation in thickness but overall the wells 

show very similar lithology and therefore probably facies. However, these 

wells are very close and can both be affected by the same fault zone. 

Towards the West of the Netherlands, where the Main Röt Evaporite 

Member is also deposited, it could be interesting to study the facies. It is 

deposited in the same environment as the well that is studied for this study, 

there will probably not be differences in the environment or clastic input,  

however, the mechanically reworked halite crystals could be absent there 

since major faults are missing in that area.  

Assessment of the storage/disposal potential 

In a disposal concept in Germany where disposal in the underground is 

considered, they used 100 m as a minimum thickness for the host rock to 

assure safe disposal (Lommerzheim et al., 2019). Another study by (Minkley, 
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2009) states that 100 m for the salt barrier thickness for flat bedded deposits 

like the Main Röt Evaporite Member is adequate for save disposal (Minkley, 

2009). And for storage concepts, the depth should be between 400 to 500 m 

and up to 2000 m (Cyran 2020).  

Besides this, the formation should be deep enough so surface processes will 

not have influence and people cannot interfere with it (Verhoef, 2017). 

Therefore the depth should be several hundreds of m. For this assessment 

there is assumed that 250 m is sufficient depth, further study will elaborate 

on this.  

Next to the thickness and depth of the unit, the permeability is of 

importance to assess its storage/disposal potential. For this study, the 

crystalline halite vs. the mechanically reworked halite tells us something 

about the permeability, although this is not exact. Homogenous 

microcrystalline halite is preferable, it makes the quality of the natural 

barrier higher. Therefore the microcrystalline facies (facies A, D, G and I) 

are preferred. However, these microcrystalline facies are alternated with 

reworked coarsely crystalline halite facies which are less preferred due to 

overall higher permeability. This can cause problems and further studies 

have to elaborate on this. For example, at the disposal concept of the Wate 

Isolation Power Plant (WIPP) in the USA, research has shown that 

interfering with clay layers can cause issues in the future (Erumhansl et al., 

1990). Over time, the diagenesis of clay layers within halite may affect 

components used in backfilling or sealing the repository and cannot be 
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completely dismissed until more data is available on this matter (Erumhansl 

et al., 1990).  

Besides this, faults play a role in the porosity and therefore permeability of 

the future host rock. Inversion in the Cretaceous was accompanied by faults 

(de Jager, 2003). Therefore, it can be suggested that the area that has been 

inverted the most is the area with most of the faults and is, therefore, less 

preferable as a host rock.  

Only a small part of the Main Röt Evaporite Member satisfies the 

requirements that are established above. Therefore a thickness of 75 m is 

also suggested for a storage/disposal concept but is not preferred. With these 

requirements still, only a small part of the research area is potentially 

suitable for storage/disposal. In the north of the study area, the salt is thick 

enough and it lies deep enough. Furthermore, at three spots in the middle of 

the research area, the requirements are feasible as well. However, the spots 

where the requirements for the assessment are met are relatively small (2 

km2). A map with an overview has been made to assess the storage and 

disposal potential of the Main Röt Evaporite Member of the Röt Formation 

(Fig. 16). 

Limitations  

An uncertainty of this study is the interpretation of the seismic data. The 

continuation and amplitude of the seismic reflections were not always ideal 

for interpretation, another person’s interpretation is likely to be at least a 

little different from the one presented in this thesis. Another uncertainty is 
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the number of wells and especially the distribution of these. The wells that 

were used in this study are not evenly spread over the study area, most of 

the wells are concentrated in the central part of the study area, around 

Enschede (Fig. 3). For this study, only 12 key wells are used, while there are 

more wells in the area that could have valuable information for the Röt 

Formation. 

Recommendations 

This study shows that the Main Röt Evaporite Member in this study area is 

only a small part suitable for storage/disposal. However, the MREM is more 

widespread in the Netherlands, it would therefore be interesting to 

characterize the storage/disposal potential in the rest of the Netherlands. 

Figure 17. Assessment for the storage/disposal potential of the Main Röt Evaporite 

Member in the east of the Netherlands based on the distribution, depth and thickness 

maps. The red areas show the areas with insufficient thickness, the orange and green 

areas show where the thickness is  possibly sufficient, the area without a colour does 

not have sufficient thickness and is therefore not suitable as storage/disposal. The area 

that is potentially suitable for storage/disposal is around Enschede, however, the 

thickness here ranges between 75 m and 100 m which is in most concepts not enough. 

In the north of the study area it could be potentially suitable as storage/waste since the 

thickness is over the required 100 m, this is an area of approximately 2 km2. 

 

 

Figure 18. Assessment for the storage/disposal potential of the Main Röt Evaporite 

Member in the east of the Netherlands based on the distribution, depth and thickness 

maps. The red areas show the areas with insufficient thickness, the orange and green 

areas show where the thickness is  possibly sufficient, the area without a colour does 

not have sufficient thickness and is therefore not suitable as storage/disposal. The area 

that is potentially suitable for storage/disposal is around Enschede, however, the 

thickness here ranges between 75 m and 100 m which is in most concepts not enough. 

In the north of the study area it could be potentially suitable as storage/waste since the 

thickness is over the required 100 m, this is an area of approximately 2 km2. 
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Especially the west of the Netherlands, the province of Noord Holland, 

could have potential. If the Gronau fault zone was partly the reason for this 

sequence of facies, it could be very well possible that the halite is more 

microcrystalline, and thus preferred as a storage/disposal, towards the west 

of the study area. 

Only one well has been studied in detail (TWR-480), I would recommend 

studying more wells and making more facies interpretations to check if the 

facies agree with the one presented in this study. Due to the different 

Gamma-ray responses, it is interesting to check if the same facies can be 

found in the EPE-01 well and the west of the study area. In the area where 

the requirements for a potential storage/disposal concept have been met, a 

study towards the exact porosity would be recommended, regarding the 

amount (%) of interfering facies and faults.   
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5. Conclusions 

 

• The thickness of the Main Röt Evaporite Member in the study area 

ranges between 10 and 130 m the thickest parts are around Enschede 

in the centre of the study area and Tubbergen in the north.  

• The depth of the Main Röt Evaporite Member in the study area 

ranges between 300 and 1500 m. The Member is the deepest in the 

north of the study area, around Tubbergen, and the most shallow in 

the south, around Winterswijk.  

• The distribution of the Main Röt Evaporite Member is controlled by 

the shape of the Triassic extensional basin and the inversion rate in 

the area during the Late Cretaceous 

• The depositional environment of the Main Röt Evaporite Member is 

a marginal-marine sabkha that over time interacts with marine 

waters leaving salt pans. 

• The Main Röt Evaporite Member is in a small part of the study area,  

around Enschede, potentially suitable for storage and disposal.  

• Based on other disposal concepts the Main Röt Evaporite Member in 

the study area is not reliable for disposal.  
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Appendix  

 

Seismic surveys used in this study  

  Name year company type n of lines 

1 L2NAM1970 1970 NAM 2D 32 lines 

  706001_____mig160001         

  706005_____mig160001         

  706006_____mig160001         

  706008_____mig160001         

  706009_____mig160001         

  706011_____mig160001         

  706012_____mig160001         

  706018_____mig160001         

  706019_____mig160001         

  706022_____mig160001         

  706024_____mig160001         

  706025_____mig160001         

  706026_____mig160001         

  706027_____mig160001         

  706028_____mig160001         

  706029_____mig160001         

  706031_____mig160001         

  706032_____mig160001         

  706033_____mig160001         

  706034_____mig160001         

  706035_____mig160001         

  706036_____mig160001         

  706039_____mig160001         

  706040_____mig160001         

  706041_____mig160001         

  706042_____mig160001         

  706044_____mig160001         

  706045_____mig160001         

  706046_____mig160001         

  706047_____mig160001         

  706049_____mig160001         

  706051_____mig160001         

2 L2NAM1971 1971 NAM 2D 39 lines 

  716004_____mig160001         

  716005_____mig160001         

  716007_____mig160001         
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  716008_____mig160001         

  716009_____mig160001         

  716010_____mig160001         

  716011_____mig160001         

  716013_____mig160001         

  716014_____mig160001         

  716017_____mig160001         

  716018_____mig160001         

  716019_____mig160001         

  716020_____mig160001         

  716021_____mig160001         

  716023_____mig160001         

  716025_____mig160001         

  716026_____mig160001         

  716028_____mig160001         

  716029_____mig160001         

  716030_____mig160001         

  716031_____mig160001         

  716032_____mig160001         

  716033_____mig160001         

  716034_____mig160001         

  716035_____mig160001         

  716036_____mig160001         

  716038_____mig160001         

  716039_____mig160001         

  716040_____mig160001         

  716041_____mig160001         

  716042_____mig160001         

  716044_____mig160001         

  716046_____mig160001         

  716051_____mig160001         

  716053_____mig160001         

  716055_____mig160001         

  716056_____mig160001         

  716064_____mig160001         

  716066_____mig160001         

3 L2NAM1972 1972 NAM 2D 23 lines 

  726006_____mig160001         

  726008_____mig160001         

  726010_____mig160001         

  726020_____mig160001         

  726022_____mig160001         

  726024_____mig160001         
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  726026_____mig160001         

  726027_____mig160001         

  726029_____mig160001         

  726030_____mig160001         

  726031_____mig160001         

  726032_____mig160001         

  726033_____mig160001         

  726033X_____mig160001         

  726034_____mig160001         

  726035_____mig080001         

  726036A_____mig160001         

  726037_____mig160001         

  726038_____mig160001         

  726039_____mig160001         

  726047_____mig160001         

  726049_____mig160001         

  726051_____mig160001         

4 L2NAM1973 1973 NAM 2D 8 lines 

  732201_____mig160001         

  732202_____mig160001         

  732204_____mig160001         

  732205_____mig160001         

  732206_____mig160001         

  732208_____mig160001         

  732209_____mig160001         

  732210_____mig160001         

5 L2NAM1975 1975 NAM 2D 18 lines 

  751051_____mig160001         

  751052_____mig160001         

  751053_____mig160001          

  751054_____mig160001         

  751055_____mig160001         

  751056_____mig160001         

  751057_____mig160001         

  751058_____mig160001         

  751059_____mig160001         

  751060_____mig160001         

  751062_____mig160001         

  751064_____mig160001         

  751065_____mig160001         

  751066_____mig160001         

  751067_____mig160001         

  751068_____mig160001         
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  751069_____mig160001         

  751070_____mig160001         

6 L2NAM1982 1982 NAM 2D 28 lines 

  823101_____mig160001         

  823102_____mig160001         

  823103_____mig160001         

  823104_____mig160001         

  823105_____mig160001         

  823107_____mig160001         

  823108_____mig160001         

  823109_____mig160001         

  823110_____mig160001         

  823111_____mig160001         

  823112_____mig160001         

  823113_____mig160001         

  823114_____mig160001         

  823115_____mig160001         

  823116_____mig160001         

  823117_____mig160001         

  823118_____mig160001         

  823119_____mig160001         

  823120_____mig160001         

  823121_____mig160001         

  823122_____mig160001         

  823123_____mig160001         

  823124_____mig160001         

  823125_____mig160001         

  823126_____mig160001         

  823127_____mig160001         

  823129_____mig160001         

  823133_____mig160001         

7 L2PET1983D 1983 
Delft 
Geophysical 2D 2lines 

  1463519_12417         

  1463516_12417         

8 L3NAM1993A 1993   3D   
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